
SEMI-ANIONIC NUCLEOPHILES 
   Some nucleophiles are added to carbonyls in the form of salts, such as sodium 
cyanide.  In a salt, there is an anion and a cation.  The anion can act as a nucleophile, 
donating a lone pair to the carbonyl.  The cation is just a counterion; it is there to 
balance the charge but doesn't usually play an active role. 

    Some anions are too unstable and reactive to be used as salts.  This is especially 
true with a number of carbon nucleophiles.  C-H bonds are not usually acidic enough 
to deprotonate with a strong base.  That makes it hard to make a simple salt containing 
such nucleophiles.  There are exceptions, such as acetylide or alkynyl protons like 
CH3CCH.  In that case, the resulting anion is relatively stable because the lone pair is 
in a lower-energy orbital with more s character, so it is held more tightly to the 
nucleus. 

    Less stable carbon anions can be be stabilized through a covalent bond.  If the 
carbon is covalently attached to a less electronegative atom, the carbon has a partially 
negative charge.  It can still act as though it were an anion.  However, the covalent 
bond stabilizes the would-be "lone pair".  Compounds like this can be considered to 
be "semi-anionic".  Frequently, they are described as polar covalent compounds, 
although that is really a much more general term. 

  These polar covalent bonds can be found any time a carbon atom is bound to a 
metal.  Remember, the metals are the aroms in the coloured boxes in the periodic table 
below. 



 

    One of the most common classes of this type of compounds is the family of 
organomagnesium halides or Grignard reagents (Green-yard reagents).  Victor 
Grignard was awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his development of these 
reagents.  These compounds are made by reacting an alkyl halide (such as 
CH3CH2CH2Cl) with magnesium metal.  The metal undergoes an insertion into the C-
Cl bond, forming CH3CH2CH2MgCl.  (You don't need to worry about how this 
happens.)  Because magnesium is less electronegative than carbon, the C-Mg bond 
acts as though it were a lone pair on the carbon and the magnesium acts as though it 
were a cation. 

 

    What's striking about Grignard formation is that polarity is reversed in this 
reaction.  In the alkyl halide, the carbon attached to the halogen has a partially 
positive charge, because carbon is further to the left than halogens in the periodic 
table.  After magnesium insertion, this same carbon has a partial negative charge, 
because carbon is farther to the right in the periodic table than magnesium.  This sort 
of reversal in reactivity is sometimes called "umpolung chemistry". 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victor_Grignard
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victor_Grignard
http://nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/chemistry/laureates/1912/


 

    Propylmagnesium chloride and other Grignard reagents can deliver alkyl 
nucleophiles to carbonyls.  Just like with simple anionic nucleophiles, an alkoxide ion 
results.  Subsequent treatment of the alkoxide with acid provides a proton, resulting in 
an alcohol. 

 

    Remember, the order of these two steps is very important.  Adding the acid before 
the Grignard reagent would not work, because the Grignard reagent would become 
protonated at the carbon.  Although the Mg-C bond is covalent, it is still polar enough 
so that the carbon can act as a nucleophile or as a base.  Once propylmagnesium has 
become protonated, it forms propane, which isn't likely to act as a nucleophile. 
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